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This is Sophea, the son. This is Sopha, the mom.
They are walking in the garden.
Does Sophea see the Champei tree? Sophea sees the Champei tree.
Sophea counts the Champei tree with mom: 1, 2.
Does Sophea see birds?
Sophea sees the birds.
Sophea counts the birds with mom: 1, 2, 3.
Does Sophea see butterflies?
Sophea sees the butterflies.
Sophea counts the butterflies with mom: 1, 2, 3, 4.
Does Sophea see plastic bag? Sophea sees the plastic bag.
Sophea counts the plastic bag with mom: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Does Sophea see trash bin?
Sophea sees the trash bin.
Sophea picks up the plastic bag to put in the trash bin.
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